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Abstract: Retrotransposons can have significant influences on gene expression and genome 

stability through their ability to integrate reverse-transcript copies of their sequences at new 

genomic locations by retrotransposition. These elements have been long known to retrotranspose 

in mammalian germ cells to give rise to inherited insertion alleles, but more recent work has 

also shown that retrotransposition can occur in mammalian somatic cells, particularly in brain 

tissue and tumors. Retrotransposition makes appreciable contributions to spontaneous disease-

causing alleles in humans and a more significant contribution to spontaneous mutations in mice. 

Genome-wide studies have found high levels of polymorphic retrotransposon insertions in 

human populations that are consistent with ongoing retrotransposition. Many insertions do not 

disrupt exons, but insertions into introns or flanking genes can alter gene expression patterns, 

generate truncated or antisense gene transcripts, alter splicing patterns, or result in premature 

polyadenylation of gene transcripts. Furthermore, the very high genomic copy numbers of these 

elements can lead to nonallelic homologous recombination events that produce gene deletions/

duplications and genome rearrangements, and can also lead to evolution of particular insertions 

or types of elements to have cellular functions through exaptation. Mobility of these elements 

occurs despite multiple epigenetic mechanisms to restrict their expression. While the potential 

for retrotransposons to significantly influence mammalian health and cellular functions is clear, 

substantial research efforts will be needed to fully elucidate the actual contributions of natural 

levels of mobility of endogenous elements to the health and development of humans and other 

mammals.
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Introduction
Retrotransposons are abundant mobile DNA elements in eukaryotic genomes that 

have great potential to influence genome maintenance, genome organization, and 

gene expression through their duplicative replication cycle (retrotransposition). Recent 

studies indicate that there is significant ongoing retrotransposition in the human germ 

line and that somatic retrotransposition may have implications for mammalian brain 

development/function and cancer.1–3 Mammalian genomes harbor long terminal 

repeat (LTR) retrotransposons/endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) and non-LTR ret-

rotransposons that account for approximately 43% and 37% of the human and mouse 

genomes, respectively, with non-LTR retrotransposons representing 35% and 27% of 

each genome, respectively.4,5 Retrotransposition involves reverse transcription of an 

RNA copy of an element to generate a complementary DNA (cDNA) molecule that 

is integrated into a new genomic site. Autonomous retrotransposons encode proteins 
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to carry out this replication cycle, and their proteins also 

mobilize nonautonomous retrotransposons.

Non-LTR retrotransposons are mobile in mammals, 

including autonomous long interspersed nuclear element-1 

(LINE-1 or L1), nonautonomous short interspersed nuclear 

elements (SINEs), the primate-specific SINE Alu, and 

hominid-specific SINE-variable number of tandem repeats-

Alu (SVA) elements (Figure 1).1,6,7 Full-length L1 elements 

consist of a 5′ untranslated region (UTR) with an internal 

RNA polymerase II promoter, an antisense promoter, two 

open reading frames (ORF1 and ORF2), and a 3′ UTR 

that ends in a polyadenine (poly[A]) sequence (Figure 1). 

Approximately 100 and 3,000 active L1 elements are pres-

ent in the human and mouse genomes, respectively, and 

are mobile through target-primed reverse transcription 

(Figure 2).8–11 Transcription of the L1 messenger RNA 
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Figure 1 example structures of human and mouse retrotransposons.
Notes: Major sequence features of selected retrotransposons are depicted, but not to scale, and size of each element in kilobase pairs (kbp) is indicated to the right. Bent 
arrows indicate transcription start sites/promoters. Dashed lines indicate flanking sequences containing thymine-rich sequences for transcriptional termination of SINEs. 
Three part boxes at either end of LTR elements indicate LTRs consisting of unique 3′, repeat, and unique 5′ segments. Boxed A and B represent A and B box sequences 
for RNA polymerase iii expression. The “?” indicates that transcription of SvA elements is not well understood. iAPe and eNv in parentheses denote that endogenous 
retroviruses differ from LTR retrotransposons due to the presence of an env gene at the indicated position.
Abbreviations: 7SL-der, derived from 7SL RNA; A, adenine; AAAAA, poly(A) sequence; ENV, env gene; ETn, early transposon; ERV, endogenous retroviruses; GAG, gag 
gene; IAP, intracisternal A-particle; IAPE, intracisternal A-particle elements with an env gene; LTR, long terminal repeat; MusD, mouse type D retroviral element; ORF, open 
reading frame; POL, pol gene; PRO, pro gene; SINE, short interspersed nuclear elements; SVA, SINE-VNTR-Alu; tRNA-der, derived from transfer RNA; TTTT, thymine-rich 
sequence; UTR, untranslated region; VNTR, variable number of tandem repeats.
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Figure 2 Major steps of non-LTR and LTR element retrotransposition.
Notes: Genomic copies of elements in the nucleus are flanked by thin black lines. Autonomous non-LTR elements are blue, yellow, and orange, nonautonomous non-LTR 
elements are blue, autonomous LTR retrotransposons are purple with blue segments, and nonautonomous LTR retrotransposons are purple. 1, transcription of genomic 
elements and export of RNA (wavy lines); 2, translation of proteins (ellipses); 3, formation of ribonucleoprotein particle (non-LTR elements) or virus-like particle and 
reverse transcription of RNA (LTR elements); 4, cleavage of target site and reverse transcription of RNA (non-LTR elements) or cleavage of target site and integration (LTR 
elements); 5, repair of target site forming target-site duplications (dashed boxes). Proteins of autonomous elements mobilize nonautonomous elements, as indicated by the 
word “or” and alternative drawings that include nonautonomous element RNA or DNA.
Abbreviation: LTR, long terminal repeat.

(mRNA) is followed by translation of ORF1 and ORF2 

proteins (ORF1p and ORF2p). ORF1p forms a higher 

order ribonucleoprotein particle with the L1 RNA that 

includes ORF2p. The ribonucleoprotein particle gains 

access to a genomic site, ORF2p endonuclease activity 

cleaves one strand of the target with preference for a short 

 adenine–thymine-rich consensus sequence,12,13 and ORF2p 

reverse transcriptase activity uses the exposed 3′-hydroxyl 

of the cleaved DNA to prime reverse transcription of L1 

RNA, beginning at the 3′ poly(A) tail. A staggered cleav-

age of the second DNA strand at the target site provides 

another free 3′-hydroxyl for synthesis of the second strand 

of L1 DNA. Gaps at the 5′ end of each L1 DNA strand due 

to the staggered cleavage are filled and sealed by cellular 

proteins. Target-primed reverse transcription results in 

target-site duplications (from fill-in of gaps), the presence 

of a 3′ poly(A) sequence, and 5′ truncations if reverse 

transcription is not complete.

Human and mouse L1 mobilize human Alu and SVA 

elements and mouse SINEs (Figure 2) despite a preference 

for L1 proteins to mobilize the RNA from which they were 

translated.14–17 Mouse SINE B2 is derived from transfer RNA 

sequences while human Alu and mouse SINE B1 are derived 

from 7SL RNA sequences of the ribosome signal recogni-

tion particle (Figure 1).7 Sequences needed for association 

with the signal recognition particle are required for efficient 

Alu mobilization.18 SVA elements are variable in length and 

consist of four sequence elements: a variable number of 

CCCTCT repeats, an Alu-derived sequence, variable numbers 

of approximately 35–50 base pair repeat motifs (variable 

number of tandem repeats), and sequences from the 3′ end 

of a human ERV-K element (SINE-R) (Figure 1).19,20 SINEs 

contain internal RNA polymerase III promoters, while SVA 

elements are likely transcribed by RNA polymerase II.1,7 Ret-

rotransposition of human Alu and SVA elements minimally 

requires L1 ORF2p,15,17 but ORF1p increases Alu  mobilization 
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and is needed to mobilize some SVA elements.17,21 L1 ele-

ments can also mobilize reporter gene transcripts, which 

requires both ORF1p and ORF2p, providing support for the 

role of L1 in generating retrocopies of cellular RNA that do 

not code for proteins (processed pseudogenes) or that do 

code for proteins and that are expressed from heterologous 

promoters at target sites (retrogenes).22

Mice, but not humans, also harbor mobile LTR retrotrans-

posons/ERVs. This review will only focus on elements 

restricted to an intracellular retrotransposition cycle, rather 

than infectious endogenous mouse retroviruses.23 The autono-

mous mouse intracisternal A-particle (IAP) and MusD LTR 

retrotransposons are in the retrovirus family, are present in 

about 300 and ten active copies in the mouse genome, respec-

tively, and consist of 5′ and 3′ LTR sequences that flank a 

central region with gag, pro, and pol genes (Figure 1).24,25 IAP 

and MusD are derived from ERVs through loss of the retro-

viral env gene required for infectivity, since IAP elements 

with an env gene (IAPE) are present in the mouse genome, 

and sequence alterations to a MusD retrotransposon were able 

to reconstitute an infectious retrovirus.26,27 These elements 

are often referred to as ERVs, based on their origin, but for 

the remainder of this review they will be referred to as LTR 

retrotransposons. Retrotransposition of these elements begins 

with initiation of RNA polymerase II transcription within the 

5′ LTR and termination in the 3′ LTR to produce a terminally 

redundant mRNA translated into Gag and Gag-Pro-Pol fusion 

proteins (Figure 2).9 Gag protein forms a virus-like particle 

that encapsidates the mRNA and fusion protein. The Pro 

protease activity processes Gag and the fusion protein while 

Pol contains reverse transcriptase/RNase H and integrase 

activities. Within the virus-like particle, reverse transcriptase 

uses a transfer RNA primer, template switching between 

redundant sequences at the termini of the mRNA, and the 

associated RNase H activity to generate a double-stranded 

cDNA copy of the element. Integrase complexes with this 

cDNA, gains access to a genomic target site, and makes a 

staggered double-stranded cleavage to join the 3′ ends of 

each cDNA strand to the target site. Fill-in of the gaps at 

the 5′ ends and sealing of the nicks by cellular proteins 

generates target-site duplications, as for non-LTR elements. 

Mouse IAP elements mobilize nonautonomous internally 

deleted IAP∆1 elements, which requires all three IAP gene 

functions despite a preference for IAP proteins to mobilize 

the mRNA used for their translation.24 MusD mobilizes the 

related nonautonomous early transposon (ETn) element 

(Figures 1 and 2), which also requires all three MusD gene 

functions and results from sequence similarity between 

MusD and ETn LTRs, primer binding sites, and polypurine 

tract sequences.25,28

Developmental timing and 
tissue specificity of mammalian 
retrotransposition
Proteins of autonomous retrotransposons are necessary 

for retrotransposition, so expression of these elements 

determines the potential times and cell types in which 

retrotransposition can occur. L1 RNA is present in human 

and rodent germ cells (male and female), embryonic stem 

(ES) cells, neural progenitor cells, cancer cells/tumors, in 

mouse preimplantation embryos, and in a variety of human 

somatic tissues.29–38 In addition, L1 RNA is more abundant 

in normal human fibroblasts late during senescence ex vivo 

and in skeletal muscle and liver of aged mice.39,40 However, 

many transcripts are partial-length, which can arise from 

premature termination at multiple internal polyadenylation 

signal sequences and from splicing.32,41,42 Full-length L1 RNA 

has been detected in human ovaries, several human somatic 

tissues, and in mouse zygotes, preimplantation embryos, 

and prepuberal testes at postnatal day 14.32,34,35,38 L1 ORF1p 

and ORF2p are present in somatic and germ cells of human 

fetal and adult testes, including vascular endothelial cells.43 

Mouse ORF1p is present in somatic and germ cells from late 

embryonic ovaries and testes as well as prepuberal and adult 

testes.35 Multiple mouse and human cancer cell lines express 

ORF1p, and a large-scale survey detected human ORF1p in 

approximately half of cancers tested.33,44

Mouse LTR retrotransposons are typically expressed in 

germ cells and early development.23,45 IAP RNA is present in 

male germ cells, oocytes, ovulated eggs, very early embryos, 

and at reduced levels as preimplantation development 

 progresses.28,38,46–48 Limited somatic expression of IAP may 

be restricted to particular individual elements based on their 

genomic context.23 MusD transcripts are expressed early in 

embryogenesis, at reduced levels as embryogenesis proceeds, 

in mouse ES cells, and at elevated levels in skeletal muscle 

and liver of aged mice.28,40

Retrotransposition in humans and mice occurs in pri-

mordial germ cells, germ cells, and/or early embryos, based 

on inheritance of spontaneous insertion mutations, but it 

also occurs to some extent in somatic cells. Identification 

that the mother of a patient with a disease-causing L1 

insertion allele was a somatic and germ line mosaic for the 

insertion allele is consistent with retrotransposition during 

early development.49 Mouse or human L1 transgenes in 

mice and rats  retrotranspose in ovaries and testes, at high 
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levels in preimplantation embryos, in brain tissue, and at 

low levels in somatic cells of several other tissues (0.2% 

to 2% of cells).36,37 Increases in copy number measured by 

quantitative polymerase chain reaction are consistent with L1 

retrotransposition in human brain tissue, senescent normal 

human fibroblasts, as well as L1 and MusD retrotransposi-

tion in skeletal muscle and livers of aged mice.30,39,40,50 IAP 

insertions have been observed during cultivation of mouse 

hematopoietic stem cell lines and in mouse tumor cells.51–54 

Engineered L1 elements can retrotranspose when introduced 

into human ES cells, human and rat neural progenitor cells, 

human oocytes, primary human fibroblasts, a variety of can-

cer cell lines, and retrotranspose at higher levels in response 

to oxidative stress and ionizing radiation.29–31,36,55–59

The extent of ongoing 
retrotransposition in mammals
Retrotransposon insertions contribute to a modest propor-

tion of spontaneous disease-causing mutations in humans, 

approximately 0.1%, but contribute to approximately 10% of 

spontaneous mutations in mice.23 All insertions in the mouse 

data set that was analyzed to calculate the value of approxi-

mately 10% of spontaneous mutations were IAP, ETn, or 

MusD LTR retrotransposons, but mice are also estimated to 

have many more active L1 elements than humans (∼3,000 

versus ∼100).10,11,23 Approximately 100 human disease-

causing retrotransposon insertions have been documented, 

nearly all of which were germ line insertions.1 Interestingly, 

most spontaneous mutations in humans and mice resulted 

from retrotransposition of nonautonomous human Alu and 

mouse IAP∆1 or ETn elements, rather than autonomous 

elements.1,23

Detection of thousands of retrotransposon insertion poly-

morphisms in human samples using genome-wide approaches 

is consistent with substantial ongoing retrotransposition in 

humans.60–68 Insertion polymorphisms not present in the 

reference human genome identified in multiple individuals 

or multiple tissues from the same individual are considered 

germ line insertions, while insertion polymorphisms detected 

in one, but not all, tissue samples from one individual are 

considered somatic insertions. Of studies not biased for a 

particular type of retrotransposon, two identified .7,000 

polymorphic germ line insertions each, and a third identi-

fied .24,000 insertion polymorphisms in brain tissues, most 

of which were somatic.65–67 Polymorphic insertions in these 

studies were most often Alu elements (∼60%–80%), followed 

in descending order by L1, SVA, and very rare (1% or less 

of insertions) LTR elements.65–67 Interestingly, the percent-

age of L1 insertions was slightly higher (∼32%) among the 

brain insertions65 than among the germ line insertions (∼22% 

and ∼14%, respectively).66,67 Estimates of L1 polymorphic 

insertions per individual human genome vary from over 100 

to over 200.62,64,66,67 Retrotransposition rates per live births 

in humans have been estimated to be approximately 1 in 

100, 1 in 20, and 1 in 900 for L1, Alu, and SVA elements, 

respectively.1

A genome-wide identification of LTR element insertion 

polymorphisms in three mouse strains relative to a well-

sequenced fourth strain reported a high frequency of poly-

morphic insertions.69 Of ∼5,500 IAP insertions present in at 

least one of the four strains, ∼61% were polymorphic (not 

present in all four strains). Of ∼1,100 ETn/MusD elements 

(these two elements were not distinguished) present in at least 

one of the four strains, ∼26% were polymorphic.69

Genome-wide approaches have also been used to follow 

up on early observations of somatic L1 insertions in a few 

instances of cancer.70–72 Examples of tumor-specific retrotrans-

position include nine tumor-specific L1 insertions in six of 

20 lung tumors;63 194 tumor-specific insertions (183 L1, ten 

Alu, one ERV) among 43 colorectal, glioblastoma, multiple 

myeloma, ovarian, and prostate tumors, though none were 

present in glioblastoma or multiple myeloma samples;66 

69 tumor-specific L1 insertions in 16 colorectal tumors;73 

and 12 tumor-specific L1 insertions in five of 19 hepa-

tocellular carcinomas.67 Intriguingly, the two studies that 

surveyed all types of retrotransposons identified mostly or 

only L1 insertions,66,67 in contrast to the prevalence of Alu 

insertions among the germ line and brain tissue data sets just 

discussed.

Overall, retrotransposition is primarily occurring in 

germ cells or early embryonic development, in brain tissue 

and some cancers and may be elevated during aging (Figure 

3). Polymorphic insertions can be identified among small 

samples of human genomes, and elevated retrotransposon-

induced mutations in mice relative to humans appear to result 

from active mouse LTR retrotransposons.

Consequences of ongoing 
retrotransposition in mammals
A major factor determining the consequences of new 

retrotransposition events is the site of insertion. Most 

polymorphic insertions are present in intergenic regions 

and introns, rather than exons, which is expected if integra-

tion is fairly random, since exons comprise a small portion 

of mammalian genomes.60–62,65,66 Polymorphic germ line 

 insertions were depleted in genes and enriched in DNA 
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Germ cell
development

Preimplantation
development Brain, tumor

Figure 3 Developmental stages and tissues in which retrotransposition frequently occurs.
Notes: Small triangles indicate retrotransposon insertions, and different colors indicate independent insertions. insertions that occur as primordial germ cells develop into 
oocytes (orange cells) and sperm (purple cells) can give rise to individuals with inherited insertions present in all cells (top row). Somatic insertions can occur in some cells during 
early embryonic development (blue cells, both rows), in brain (adults, both rows), and in tumor tissues (bottom row, purple tissue) to produce mosaicism for new insertions. 
Preimplantation-specific insertions (yellow, orange, purple triangles in blue cells) are carried over into the adult images without showing correspondence to a particular tissue.

regions hypomethylated in sperm, though Alu insertions 

were slightly overrepresented in introns.61,65,66,68 However, 

very rare Alu polymorphisms were equally frequent in 

exons and transcribed nonexonic sequences per base 

pair.68 Also, rare polymorphic insertions of IAP and ETn/

MusD elements in mice were significantly more likely to 

be inserted within introns in the sense-orientation relative 

to the gene target, which is likely to alter gene expression, 

than were insertions present in all four strains analyzed.23,69 

This indicates that some apparent insertion site preferences 

may result from selection against insertions that alter gene 

expression.68,69

Some differences between human polymorphic somatic 

and germ line insertions have been noted. Tumor- and/or 

brain-specific insertions were more frequently in genes, 

often present in introns and noncoding gene sequences, 

enriched in genes frequently mutated in cancer or expressed 

in brain, and enriched in DNA regions hypomethylated in 

tumors.63,65–67,73,74 Of particular note for cancer, one study 

concluded that many tumor-specific retrotransposition events 

occur after the initiation of tumorigenesis,73 which fits with 

the upregulation of ORF1p in many human tumors at later 

stages of tumorigenesis.44

Retrotransposition into introns or sites flanking genes can 

have mutagenic outcomes, even though coding sequences 

are not disrupted (Figure 4). Insertions of L1, SINE, and 

IAP elements upstream of genes or in introns can change 

gene expression levels and patterns or produce truncated 

transcripts that alter gene function, including production of 

oncogenic transcripts.7,36,54,67,75–78 IAP and L1 elements have 

bidirectional promoters that can produce sense and antisense 

transcripts of flanking sequences.79,80 Intronic insertions 

can decrease gene expression due to premature polyade-

nylation or aberrant splicing.23,41,42,76,81–86 Alu sequences in 

particular are relatively often incorporated as exons into 

transcripts, both for alternatively and constitutively spliced 

transcripts.84,86 In addition, Alu sequences in 5′ UTRs fre-

quently increased or decreased translation levels.86 Inclusion 

of mouse SINE B1 elements or Alu sequences upstream of 

reporter gene promoters led to increased gene repression and 

epigenetic modifications with time, though the SINE copies 

were unmethylated.87 A particular mouse SINE B2 element 

and a subfamily of mouse SINE B1 were found to function 

as boundary elements that influenced dynamic changes in 

chromatin and transcriptional regulation, which required 

simultaneous RNA polymerase III sense transcription and 

RNA polymerase II antisense transcription of the SINE or 

the transition from RNA polymerase III transcription to RNA 

polymerase II transcription of the same DNA strand of the 

SINE, respectively.88,89 Recent high throughput sequencing 

of human and mouse transcription start sites (TSSs) identi-

fied that retrotransposon TSSs comprised a surprisingly large 

percentage of total TSSs, ∼3%–8% and ∼2%–4%, in different 

tissues from humans and mice, respectively.90 Numerous 

chimeric L1-flanking gene transcripts initiating from the L1 

antisense promoter in humans and mice have been identified 
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Exon disruption, promoter disruption

Retrotransposon-driven truncated, antisense, full-length gene transcripts

Aberrant splicing, premature polyadenylation

Gene deletion by recombination Chromosome translocation

Transduction of flanking exon, deletion of sequences at target site

Figure 4 example consequences of retrotransposon insertions.
Notes: A genomic region (black line) containing two genes is depicted in the top row, with each box of a given color representing an exon of one of the genes. The horizontal 
and zig-zag lines above each gene indicate the splicing patterns of the transcripts. Lower rows depict multiple influences of insertions of retrotransposons (purple boxes) on 
gene expression. A dark blue box in the fifth row indicates an exon from the donor site that was retrotransposed.

in various tissues and cells, and some transcripts have been 

proposed to influence cancer progression by altering gene 

expression.80,91–94

Retrotransposition can also produce additional changes 

in target site sequences (Figure 4). L1 retrotransposition can 

produce deletions or other large-scale sequence rearrange-

ments in cultured cells and has deleted 18 kilobase pairs and 

15 kilobase pairs of genomic sequence from the human and 

chimpanzee genomes, respectively.95–97 Transcription of L1 

sequences can sometimes read through the L1 poly(A) signal 

sequence, resulting in transcription of flanking sequences 

and leading to insertion of those flanking sequences at new 

genomic sites.98,99 Intriguingly, overexpression of L1 ORF2 

(but not an endonuclease mutant) promoted specific chro-

mosomal translocations relevant to cancer that are mediated 

by intrachromosomal and interchromosomal interactions due 

to binding of ligand-activated androgen receptor to specific 

chromosome sites.100

Cleavage of genomic DNA during retrotransposition can 

also affect cell growth and survival. Expression of plasmid 

copies of L1 or of only ORF2 can generate double-strand 

DNA breaks that reduce entry into mitosis and cell viability, 
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dependent on L1 ORF2 endonuclease activity.101,102 Cell lines 

with wild-type p53 tumor suppressor that were stably trans-

fected with an engineered L1 exhibited reduced retrotrans-

position, elevated apoptosis, elevated gamma-H2AX foci, 

elevated BAX levels, and greater proportions of cells in G2-M 

phase relative to cell lines with mutant p53.56,103 Expression 

of full-length L1 or only ORF2 also increased expression of 

a senescence marker in human cell lines.32,102

L1 retrotransposons have produced thousands of retrocop-

ies (processed pseudogenes and retrogenes) in mammalian 

genomes.104,105 Two notable examples are an insertion of 

a retrocopy that generated a fusion gene responsible for 

restriction of human immunodeficiency virus replication in 

owl monkeys and a retrogene associated with chondrodys-

plasia in certain breeds of dogs.106,107 Retrogenes give rise 

to proteins that can influence cellular functions, and it has 

been estimated that ∼6% of human processed pseudogenes 

are transcribed.105 Pseudogene transcripts can sometimes 

lead to Dicer-dependent repression of genes by pairing 

with partner gene transcripts to give rise to short-interfering 

RNAs (siRNAs), can act as sinks for microRNAs (miRNAs) 

to derepress genes, and potentially recruit histone-modifying 

enzymes to gene promoters.108–110 A survey of 939 low pass 

human genomes and 85 deeply sequenced genomes identified 

48 retrocopy germ line insertion polymorphisms and three 

tumor-specific insertions.111 Analysis of 17 inbred mouse 

strain genomes and ten chimpanzee genomes identified 755 

and 19 polymorphic retrocopy insertions, respectively.111

Influence of the accumulation  
of retrotransposons in mammalian 
genomes
The presence of many dispersed retrotransposon copies can 

also influence cells and genomes through their transcription, 

nonallelic homologous recombination between retrotrans-

posons at different genomic sites to generate mutations and 

genome rearrangements, spreading of repressive chromatin 

marks into flanking DNA, and evolution of such sequences 

to contribute to cellular functions (exaptation). For instance, 

increased Alu transcription during ex vivo aging of human 

adult stem cells inhibited recruitment of cohesin and con-

densin proteins to sites of DNA damage in pericentric hetero-

chromatin, and stable knockdown of Alu RNA in senescent 

cells led to loss of markers of senescence in these cells 

and proliferation.112 Nonallelic homologous recombination 

involving Alu elements has caused gene deletion or duplica-

tion events producing mutations responsible for a variety of 

human diseases, including acute myeloid leukemia, familial 

hypercholesterolemia, familial breast cancer, von Hippel-

Lindau disease, and multiple osteochondromas.113–117 On an 

evolutionary scale, comparison of the chimpanzee and human 

genomes identified .600 chimp-specific Alu-Alu recombi-

nation events that deleted .700 kilobase pairs of sequence 

from the chimpanzee genome.118 Additional reports have 

identified that non-LTR and LTR retrotransposon sequences 

are frequently present at breakpoint junctions of chromosome 

rearrangements, including rearrangements associated with 

human disease.119–123

There is the potential for spreading of heterochromatin 

from silenced retrotransposon sequences into flanking genes, 

but this has only occasionally been studied by comparing 

polymorphic insertion sites. One study of polymorphic 

insertions identified limited histone H3 lysine 9 trimethyla-

tion (H3K9me3) and H4K20me3 spreading from LTR ret-

rotransposons in mouse ES cells, but a second study found 

no evidence for heterochromatin spreading from 29 LTR 

retrotransposons near TSSs into genes.124,125 Rather, evi-

dence for potential spreading of euchromatin into the LTR 

retrotransposon sequences was obtained.125

Retrotransposon sequences can potentially evolve to con-

tribute to cellular/organismal functions through  exaptation. 

Exaptation occurs when genomic sequences originally 

acted upon by selection to provide a particular function are 

coopted through selection to provide a different function, or 

when apparently nonfunctional genomic sequences evolve 

to provide a function.126,127 This is distinct from adaptation, 

which involves evolution of genomic sequences through 

selection for the function that the sequences currently 

have.126 Sequences of particular types of retrotransposons 

or of particular inserted copies of retrotransposons could 

be acted upon by selection to acquire cellular functions, 

and examples include functions of SINE RNAs and influ-

ences of retrotransposons on patterns of gene expression. 

 Transcription of SINE elements is increased by some cellular 

stresses, including heat shock.7 Human Alu and mouse SINE 

B2 RNAs are able to directly bind to RNA polymerase II 

after heat shock to inhibit transcription of genes repressed 

by heat shock.128–130 Alu RNA can also prevent general trans-

lational repression by binding to and inhibiting the double-

stranded RNA-activated protein kinase PKR (EIF2AK2).131 

Analysis of placental enhancer sequences in mouse and rat 

trophoblast stem cells identified a number of species-specific 

enhancers residing in retrotransposon sequences that could 

have contributed to interspecies placental diversification.132 

Many species-specific binding sites for the CTCF protein 

that establishes chromatin/transcriptional boundaries are 
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associated with species-specific SINE insertions.133 Overall, 

retrotransposon sequences have roles or potential roles in 

gene networks regulating early development, cell-fate, and 

responses to stress.127

Restriction of autonomous 
mammalian retrotransposons
Considering how retrotransposons can influence genome 

stability and gene expression, it is not surprising that their 

expression is negatively regulated by multiple mechanisms. 

These repressive mechanisms include transcriptional silenc-

ing through DNA methylation and repressive histone modi-

fications, small RNA-based mRNA degradation and gene 

silencing, and inhibition by a family of cytidine deaminase 

proteins. DNA methylation at CpG dinucleotides is a com-

mon epigenetic mark for silencing gene expression, and pro-

moters of mammalian L1 elements and mouse autonomous 

LTR retrotransposons are methylated in most tissues and 

most stages of development.33,45 Mouse L1 retrotranspo-

sons are demethylated in developing germ cells, modestly 

methylated in oocytes and zygotes, and demethylated during 

preimplantation development,134,135 which correlates with 

global demethylation and remethylation events during germ 

line and embryonic development.45,135 In contrast, IAP ele-

ments are less demethylated than L1 elements during germ 

cell development and preimplantation development.134–136 

L1 and/or IAP RNA levels are elevated in mouse embryos 

deficient for activity of the maintenance DNA methyltrans-

ferase gene Dnmt1, mouse ES cells deficient for Dnmt1 and/

or the de novo DNA methyltransferase genes Dnmt3a and 

Dnmt3b, and germ cells of male mice deficient for the DNA 

methyltransferase-like gene Dnmt3l.136–139 In addition, mice 

that developed tumors due to DNA hypomethylation caused 

by a hypomorphic allele of Dnmt1 frequently harbored onco-

genic IAP insertions in their tumors.54

Silencing of retrotransposons is also associated with 

repressive histone modifications, though different marks 

appear to be important for different elements and/or devel-

opmental stages. L1 and IAP are enriched for the activating 

mark, histone H3 lysine 4 trimethylation (H3K4me3), and 

the repressive mark, H3K9me3, when they are expressed at 

the two-cell stage, but are only enriched for H3K9me3 at the 

eight-cell stage as expression begins to decrease.38 IAP and 

ETn/MusD LTRs are strongly enriched for H3K9me3 and 

H4K20me3 in mouse ES cells.140 H3K9me3 catalyzed by the 

SET-domain containing histone methyltransferase SETDB1 

in mouse ES cells appears to be critical for silencing these 

LTR elements, but not L1, in ES cells.141,142 H3K9me3 of 

LTR elements is maintained in ES cells triply deficient for 

Dnmt1, Dnmt3a, and Dnmt3b, and retention of methylation 

at IAP elements in doubly deficient Dnmt3a and Dnmt3b ES 

cells is reduced by conditional knockout of Setdb1, indicating 

that H3K9me3 is acting upstream of DNA methylation in 

ES cells.141–143 In contrast, mouse LTR retrotransposons are 

not more highly expressed in mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

(MEFs) deficient for Setdb1, are enriched for H4K20me3, but 

not H3K9me3, in mouse fibroblast cell lines, and are silenced 

by Dnmt1 in postimplantation embryos.142,144 L1 promoters 

are silenced by H3K9me3 and H4K20me3 in MEFs depen-

dent on binding of retinoblastoma protein family members to 

L1.145 However, L1 promoters in mouse fibroblast cell lines 

are enriched for H3K9me3, but not H4K20me3.144 Different 

histone marks may therefore be more or less important at 

different points in development to initiate silencing, direct 

DNA methylation, and/or maintain silencing of particular 

types of retrotransposons.

siRNA and miRNA pathways can regulate  retrotransposons. 

Endogenous L1 siRNA has been observed in human cell 

lines, resulting from transcription from an antisense promoter 

in the L1 5′ UTR,80 and can inhibit L1 retrotransposition in 

a manner dependent on the small RNA-processing enzyme 

DICER.146 Inhibition of Dicer in mouse two-cell embryos 

resulted in elevated IAP RNA levels in mouse eight-cell 

embryos.147 Furthermore, the Drosha-DGCR8 microproces-

sor that is necessary for biogenesis of miRNA can negatively 

regulate L1 and Alu retrotransposition.148

Piwi proteins are animal-specific members of the Argo-

naute protein family that associate with piwi-interacting 

RNAs (piRNAs) to mediate small RNA-dependent gene 

regulation, particularly of retrotransposons in the germ line.149 

Piwi proteins bind cleavage products of single-stranded RNA 

produced from genomic sites referred to as piRNA clusters 

and use their slicer activity to cleave complementary RNA 

molecules, which then generates piRNAs of the complemen-

tary sequences that can be used to process additional piRNAs 

from piRNA cluster transcripts.149 Mice with mutations in one 

of the three mouse Piwi genes, Mili, Miwi, or Miwi2, have 

similar phenotypes of male sterility due to defects at earlier 

(Mili and Miwi2) or later (Miwi) stages of spermatogenesis, 

elevated transcript levels of L1 and IAP elements, decreased 

methylation of L1 and IAP elements, and reduced levels of 

piRNAs.150–153 DNA methylation defects indicate that Piwi 

proteins and piRNA likely regulate epigenetic marks at ret-

rotransposon sequences, in addition to cleaving retrotranspo-

son RNA, though this role in DNA methylation has not been 

well defined.149 Conditional knockout of Mili later during 
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spermatogenesis (in differentiating spermatogonia) dem-

onstrated that elevated L1, but not IAP, expression resulted 

from reduced slicing of L1 RNA, even though L1 sequences 

were methylated.154 Interestingly, high PIWIL2 (homolog of 

mouse Mili) expression in human induced pluripotent stem 

cells (iPSC) compared to bonobo and chimpanzee iPSC 

contributes to reduced L1 mobility in human iPSC.155

Differences in silencing through epigenetic and piRNA-

based mechanisms offer at least partial explanations for the 

increased mobility of certain nonautonomous retrotrans-

posons, such as ETn and SINEs, compared to their partner 

autonomous elements, MusD and L1, respectively. ETn is 

expressed at 30-fold and 170-fold higher levels than MusD 

in mouse embryos or ES cells, respectively, which results 

at least partly from guanine–cytosine-rich sequences in the 

body of MusD elements, but not ETn, which direct greater 

DNA methylation, H3K9me3 deposition, and reduced H3K9 

acetylation of MusD elements.28,156 In contrast to L1 ele-

ments, mouse SINE B1 methylation and RNA levels were 

unaltered in Mili mutants or MitoPLD mutants (deficient for 

a Piwi-interacting protein), indicating that SINEs may not be 

strongly regulated through Piwi proteins and piRNAs.157

An additional distinct mechanism of retrotransposon 

inhibition involves a family of proteins with roles in 

innate immunity. Mammalian apolipoprotein B mRNA 

editing catalytic peptide (APOBEC) and activation-

induced deaminase (AID) proteins restrict the mobility of 

a variety of retroelements, including LTR and non-LTR 

retrotransposons.158 Seven human APOBEC3 genes inhibit 

L1 retrotransposition to varying degrees, at least three of 

these genes inhibit mouse LTR retrotransposons,159–161 

APOBEC1 from multiple mammals can restrict IAP, MusD, 

and L1,162 and AID from multiple species inhibits mobility 

of L1 and MusD.163 Inhibition of LTR retrotransposons is 

frequently dependent on the cytidine deaminase activity 

of these proteins,159,160,162,163 which deaminates cytosines to 

uracils in newly synthesized retrotransposon DNA, lead-

ing to hypermutation and degradation of the DNA.158 In 

contrast, cytidine deaminase activity of these proteins is 

dispensable for inhibition of L1, and restriction appears to 

involve inhibition of cDNA synthesis through interactions 

with L1 ORF1p and/or mRNA.161,163–165 High APOBEC3B 

expression in human iPSC compared to iPSC from bonobos 

and chimpanzees contributes to reduced mobility of L1 in 

human iPSC.155

The existence of several mechanisms for inhibiting ret-

rotransposons is consistent with the need for mammals to 

tightly restrict the mobility of these elements. Use of multiple 

mechanisms may further indicate a need for redundancy to 

achieve the necessary level of inhibition or that the differ-

ent mechanisms act in restricted developmental stages and 

cell types. Observations regarding timing and requirement 

of particular epigenetic marks and silencing mechanisms 

have led to proposals that the contribution of different 

marks and mechanisms varies during development, but that 

the combined mechanisms provide an overall restriction of 

retrotransposons.142,154

Concluding remarks
Retrotransposons are mobile in germ and somatic cells of 

mammals at appreciable levels despite many mechanisms to 

restrict their expression. This mobility contributes to muta-

genesis and genetic variation in human populations through 

a variety of influences on gene expression/function. Despite 

all the potential of these elements, defining the contribution 

of endogenous retrotransposons expressed at normal levels 

to the health and function of cells and organisms remains a 

significant challenge. This is partly due to the difficulties of 

characterizing the effects of many polymorphic insertions 

and experimentally manipulating DNA sequences present 

at thousands of copies per genome. During the search for 

such functions and consequences, consideration should be 

given to issues raised in a recent review of noncoding and 

repetitive DNA. These include analyses indicating that most 

genomic DNA sequences are unlikely to have functions, 

despite widespread transcription of genomic sequences, 

and that alleles with minor beneficial or detrimental effects 

may behave as neutral in effective population sizes for 

mammals.166 Furthermore, only a minority of retrotrans-

poson insertions/elements have been demonstrated to have 

functions, and most retrotransposon-derived transcripts are 

present at very low levels in cells.166 Continued study of 

retrotransposons may uncover surprising and significant 

impacts on mammals, but may require consideration of 

these elements from new perspectives, and will require 

substantial effort.
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